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Did rebel angels take on human bodies to fulfill their lust for the daughters of men? Did these fallen

angels teach men to build weapons of war? That is the premise of the Book of Enoch, a text

cherished by the Essenes, early Jews and Christians, but later condemned by both rabbis and

church fathers. Elizabeth Clare Prophet examines the controversy surrounding this book and sheds

new light on Enoch's forbidden mysteries. She demonstrates that Jesus and the apostles studied

the book and tells why church fathers suppressed its teaching that angels could incarnate in human

bodies. Contains all the Enoch texts, including the Book of Enoch, and biblical parallels to the Book

of Enoch.
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Elizabeth Clare Prophet (1939-2009) was a pioneer of modern spirituality and an internationally

renowned speaker and author. Her books are published in more than 30 languages, and millions of

copies have been sold online and in bookstores worldwide. Throughout her lifetime, Mrs. Prophet

walked the path of spiritual adeptship, advancing through the universal initiations common to

mystics of both East and West. She taught about this path and described her own experiences for

the benefit of all who desire to make spiritual progress. Mrs. Prophet has left an extensive library of

spiritual teachings from the ascended masters and a thriving, worldwide community of people who

study and practice these teachings.



Read this book and you will see the Book of Enoch was not accepted by the Establishment long ago

Too Much Info !! Who were the Angels , and why were they allowed to the evil devices they showed

to man ? Who was responsible for their actions? You don't have to a rocket-scientist to come up

with a viable answer , if you can think...Read it well Christians , Jews, Muslims and all of you

Abrahamic children.. Read and weep, for all your sins which your God enabled you to discover .The

fallen angels , helped man to fall into the snare of a perverse mind.. Stop making excuses for you

horrible actions in the past read the " Rest of the Story " as Paul Harvey use to say..The Truth will

make you free, embrace it ...Very informative reading..

I have got this book and only started to read it...and as I was expecting it to be is a very well detailed

and interesting piece of documentation. It is a required taste of reading anyway, it is good if you are

interested in finding out about all the cover ups, conspiracies, changes of the scripts of the bible as

a great way to brainwash the human kind with lies and false interpratations of the original texts, and

also all the evil things done by most of the very well known clerical sects..eg ( Catholich and Jewish

etc. ) . This book is a used copy but it arrived in phenomenal conditions and the delivery times were

very well respected...over all, 5 stars...i am very happy with it.

One of my favourites of Elizabeth Clare Prophet. Love this!

Tremendous I'm doing a 7 area study of Enoch and would love to communicate with EC Prophet

mikemorris38@gmail.comYour reset password is: fAy3AC3aWe recommend you change your reset

password under profile once logged in.Thank You,MLB.com Customer Support EC Prophet

Totally amazing products, as is & else...

Last month I heard about and read the Book of Enoch after my Bible thumping mother, mentioned it

years ago. I was blown away and from that book, I instantly understood religion and the world's

events. I wanted more knowledge and I ordered this book. I am still making my way through this

book, which has over 500 pages of material but I am taking my time and really taking it all in instead

of reading like I did when I was in college which was to scan and still manage to pull out an "A" on

essays.Like the book of Enoch, this book makes alot of people hostile because it goes against the

status quo-like Jesus did with the Jews and like Enoch does with Church leaders and even the New

World Order people of the financial system, major oil companies and corporations.What is lacking in



so many Protestant faiths is their lack of teaching on Angels & Demons. Hollywood mocks it,

Catholics half-azz teach it and Jews are simply afraid and hostile towards many of Christ

teachings-which have always seen recycled.Ever since reading the Book of Enoch, most of my

deep understandings comes in the mornings after sleeping on the info and this book is no different.

It is inspired.There's just people that are past the point of no return and ANYTHING that address the

truth brings out hostility in them. The fact that we have about 10 families which =about 200 people

(from all back grounds) running this planet and the world's populations into disease, war, hunder

and death should mean that Enoch would be back included into the biblical text but then again, the

anti-christ are also men of the world's religions. If anyone thinks that Protestants and Mormons

aren't a man made faith-but question Enoch, then your simply too far gone so don't even try to

grasp higher learnings and teachings.

These are the complete works of Enoch for half the price under the Enoch titles. I have compared

them and this book is the translation, WORD FOR WORD, of other Enoch Titles for half the price.

After reading this book, I wondered just how much of the 2 old religions had stolen from Enoch and

credited to someone else? This author even showed how much Jesus had took from Enoch as his

own. Is it all true? Makes you wonder. A good read whatever the case.

Prophet gives us some interesting information about why church fathers surpressed a lot of writings.

It helps create a picture of the origins of the church as well as describes some of the paranoia and

closed mindedness that was prevalent in the forming of the church. This is a very interesting book.
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